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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a Banach space and [X] the space of bounded linear operators on 
X into X. Pointwise convergence of operators will be denoted by T, + T 
and norm convergence by jl T, - T 1) ---f 0. A set s+? C [X] is collectiwely 
compact iff (&:KE~, l)xj/ < l> h as compact closure or, equivalently, 
is totally bounded. 
A general theory has been formulated [l-4] for operators K, K,, E [Xl, 
n = 1, 2,..., which satisfy the conditions 
K compact, (1.1) 
U-G : n > l} collectively compact, (1.2) 
&-tK (1.3) 
or the weaker conditions (1.3) and 
{Kn - K : n 3 l} collectively compact. (1.4) 
Thus, there exists (h - K)-l E [X] iff f or all 11 sufficiently large there exist 
uniformly bounded (/\ - K&l E [x], in which case (X - K&l --+ (A - K)-l. 
A proof is given in [3] along with error bounds and a number of other results 
which relate spectral properties of K and the K, . 
Let V be the Banach space of complex continuous functions x(t), 0 < t < 1, 
with 11 x 11 = max 1 x(t) / . Consider an integral operator K E [%I: 
(Kx) (s) = 1: k(s, t) x(t) dt. (1.5) 
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Define K,, E [VT] for n = 1, 2,..., by 
(1.6) 
with any quadrature formula such that 
If k(s, t) is continuous for 0 < s, t < 1, then [I] K,, and K satisfy (l.l)-( 1.3), 
so the general theory is applicable. These results were extended in [5] to a 
certain class of integral operators with discontinuous real kernels under the 
additional hypothesis that every w nk > 0. An example is a Volterra operator 
with k(s, t) continuous for 0 < t < s < 1 and zero for 0 < s < t < 1. 
In this paper, two different methods are used in order to treat more general 
operators. One method depends on an abstract perturbation theorem, which 
asserts that certain limits of integral operators satisfying (l.l)-( 1.3) also 
satisfy these conditions. This is applied to integral operators which are limits 
in a particular sense of integral operators with continuous kernels. A benefit 
of this approach is that in the error analysis one can take advantage of the 
more tractable case of a continuous kernel. The other method, which lacks 
this feature, pertains to an even larger class of integral operators. 
For the operators to be considered, K% C ?Z but generally K,,% $ %. To 
overcome this difficulty, let 9 be the Banach space of bounded, Riemann 
integrable, complex functions x(t), 0 < t < 1, with /j x 11 = sup 1 x(t) j . 
Then G1 is a closed subspace of 9’. Hypotheses on k(s, t) will imply that 
KPRCV and K,$?CLi??. 
The abstract perturbation theorem mentioned above is established in 
Section 2. Convergence properties of the quadrature formula with functions 
x ~9?? are given in Section 3. Classes of compact integral operators K are 
studied in Section 4. Finally, it is proved in Section 5 that {K, : n > l} is 
collectively compact and K,, -+ K under the stated hypotheses. 
For further literature on collectively, compact sets of operators, both linear 
and nonlinear, consult [6-lo] and the papers cited in [2]. 
II. ABSTRACT PERTURBATION THEOREMS 
Let K, K, , Km, K,,m E [X] for m, n = 1, 2 ,..., where m is a superscript. 
Recall that if each Km is compact and 11 Km - K II-+ 0, then K is compact. 
Analogously, if {Kwm : 71 3 1) is collectively compact for each m and 
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// K,,” - K, II-+ 0 uniformly in n as m -+ co, then {K, : n 3 I> is collec- 
tively compact. The following result is similar. 
THEOREM 2.1. Assume K,, compact for each n, {K,,- : n > l} coZlectively 
compact for each m, and 
lim lim jj K,” - K, 11 = 0. 
m+x n- (2.1) 
Then {K,, : n 3 l} is collectively compact. 
PROOF. For each E > 0 there exist M = M(E) and N = N(E) such that 
II K,Mx - K,,x II < II GM - K, II < E> n.3 N II x II G 1. 
Therefore {K,x : n > IV, 1) x I/ < l} has the e-net (K,% : n > IV, 11 x 11 < l}, 
which is totally bounded. Since each K, is compact, {K,,x : n < N, 11 x 1) < l} 
has a finite e-net. So {K,x : n > 1, 11 x II < l> has a totally bounded E-net 
for each E > 0, which implies that it is totally bounded. Thus, {K, : n > l> 
is collectively compact. 
The next theorem gives sufficient conditions for K and K, , n > 1, to 
satisfy (l.l)-(1.3). 
THEOREM 2.2. Assume K, compact for each n, (K,“a : n 3 l} collectively 
compact for each m, and 
IIK,“--K,ll~IIKm--Kl a n--t 00, m3 1, (24 
[[Km---II+0 as m+ cq (2.3) 
K,,m + K” as n-co, m > 1. (2.4) 
Then K is compact, {K,, : n > l} is collectively compact, and K,, + K. 
PROOF. Since (2.2), (2.3), imply (2.1), (K, : n > l} is collectively compact 
by Theorem 2.1. By the triangle inequality, 
1) K,x - Kx 11 < 1) K,,x - K,,mx II + )I Kn”x - K”x 1) + 1) Kmx - Kx II . 
Let n + co and then m - co to show that K, + K. Since (1.2) and (1.3) 
imply (1. l), the theorem is proved. 
III. THE QUADRATURE FORMULA 
Define @, Gn E%!* for n = 1,2 ,..., by 
Q(x) = 1; x(t) dt, @n(x) = i %kX&In), 
Ic-1 
(3.1) 
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where 
wnk > 0, l<li<?Z, (3.2) 
%zw - @(x)3 XEV. (3.3) 
The convergence in (3.3) is necessarily uniform on each totally bounded 
(equivalently, bounded and equicontinuous) set in V [1, 51. Also let 
Slight modifications of lower and upper Riemann sums for the real and 
imaginary parts of x E W make them integrals of continuous functions. Thus, 
a complex function x(t), 0 < r < 1, is in 9 iff there exist x, , xm E V, 
m = 1, 2,..., such that 
Rex, < Rex < Rex%, Imx,<Imx<Imxr”, 
II xm - xnl Ill - 0, 
in which case 
II %a --x h-+0, 11 xm - x 111 - 0. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A set S CW is regular iff for m = 1, 2,..., there exist 
maps J, , Jm : S -+ V such that 
Re Jmx < Re x < Re Jmx, Im Jmx < Im x < Im J”x, XE%, 
(3.4) 
II l”x - Jmx III + 0 uniformly for x E S, (3.5) 
and each set J,,$ and J”S is totally bounded. 
It follows from (3.4) and (3.5) that 
II J& - x IL - 0, II J”x - x III - 0 uniformly for x E S. (3.6) 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume (3.1)-(3.3). Then 
@n(x) - @(x), XE8, (3.7) 
un$wmi’y on each regular set S C 9. 
A proof for the real case is given in [5], along with various properties and 
examples of real regular sets. Everything extends easily and without essential 
change to the complex case. For example, if S, and Sa are regular, then 
S, U S, , S, + Sa and S,Sa are regular. Another easily established property, 
not given in [5], is that if S is regular, then {I x 1 : x E S} is regular, 
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Let the linear space 9r consist of the same functions as 9, but topologize 
W, with the seminorm j/ x //r . If functions equal almost everywhere were 
identified, then the completion ofg’, would be 9r(O, 1). Since // x /I1 < )I x j/ , 
the imbedding map from 9%’ to 9r is continuous. 
THEOREM 3.3. If  S is regular, then S is totally bounded in ~8~) but not 
conversely. 
PROOF. Let S be regular. Fix E > 0. By (3.6) there exists m = m(c) 
such that // Jinx - x /I1 < E for all x E S. Hence, J,,$ is a e-net for S in 9?r . 
Moreover, JmS is totally bounded in W, hence in &?I . Therefore, S is totally 
bounded ins1 . Now let S,, = {x, : n = 1, 2,...), where x,(t) = 0 for t = tnk , 
1 < R < n, and xn(t) = 1 otherwise. Then S,, is totally bounded in 9?i 
because the single function x(t) = 1 forms an e-net for S,, . Since @,(x,) = 0 
and @(xJ = 1 for all n, the convergence on(x) + Q’(X) is not uniform on S, . 
By Theorem 3.2, S, is not regular. 
IV. INTEGRAL OPERATORS 
Let K be an integral operator on 9’: 
(Kx) (s) = j-l k(s, t) x(t) dt. 
0 
(4.1) 
Various hypotheses on the kernel will be considered. For each complex 
function K(s, t), 0 < s, t < 1, define As by 
k,(t) = &, 9, 0 <s, t < 1. (4.2) 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Assume k, E W for 0 < s < 1 and 
II ks - kst Ill+ 0 as s - s’ --+ 0, O<s,s’<l. (4.3) 
Then the conaergence in (4.3) is uniform, K E [%‘I, IQ% C Q, K is compact, and 
PROOF. Define f : [0, l] +9Zi by f(s) = k, , 0 < s < 1. Then f is con- 
tinuous by (4.3). Since [0, l] is compact, f is uniformly continuous. Therefore, 
the convergence in (4.3) is uniform and maxoG,gl (I k, /iI exists. For each 
x ~9, (Kx) (4 = @(k,x) exists, I (Kx) (s) I < II k, II1 II x II , and 
I (Kx) (4 - (JW (s’) I < II ks - ks, 111 II3 II . 
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Therefore, K E [Q, KS C %‘, and K is compact. A standard argument yields 
(4.4). 
For example, Proposition 4.1 applies to any integral operator with a 
continuous kernel. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let k, ES? for 0 < s < 1 and, for m = 1,2, . . . . assume 
there exist continuous functions k”(s, t), 0 < s, t < 1, such that 
II 4”’ - ks Ill- 0 uniformly for 0 < s < 1. (4.5) 
Then (4.3) holds, the conclusions of Proposition 4.1 follow, and the integral 
operators Km with the kernels k”(s, t) satisfy 
/I Km - K II -j 0. (4.6) 
PROOF. Define f ,  f  m : [0, l] + 9?1 by f(s) = k, and f  m(s) = k,“. Then 
each f  m is continuous and f”(s) + f  (s) uniformly for 0 < s < 1. Hence, 
f  is continuous and (4.3) holds. Thus, Proposition 4.1 is applicable. Finally, 
(4.5) and (4.6) are equivalent. Alternatively, since K,,+% CV and K, is 
compact for each m, (4.6) implies that Kg C V and K is compact. 
DEFINITION 4.3. A kernel k(s, t) is uniform&y t-integrable iff for 
m = 1, 2,..., there exist continuous functions k,(s, t) and k”(s, t), 0 < s, 
t < 1, such that 
Rek, < Rek < Rek”, Imk,<Imk<Imk~, (4.7) 
II k” - hns~ll~ 4 0 * uniformly for Oj,< s < 1. (4.8) 
Let K, and Km be the integral operators on W with the continuous kernels 
k,(s, t) and km(s, t). Then (4.8) is equivalent to 
IIKm-K,,lI+O. (4.9) 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Assume k(s, t) is uniformly t-integrable. Then the hypo- 
theses and conclusions of Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 hold. Moreover, 
{k, : 0 < s < l} is regular. 
PROOF. Definitions 3.1 and 4.3 imply that (kS : 0 < s < 1) is regular. 
Since (4.7) and (4.8) imply (4.5), an application of Proposition 4.2 completes 
the proof. 
Examples of uniformly t-integrable kernels are Volterra kernels and other 
“mildly discontinuous” kernels which are discontinuous only on a finite 
number of continuous curves t = t(s), 0 < s < 1, and bounded uniformly. 
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V. OPERATOR APPROXIMATIONS 
Let K, , n = 1, 2 ,..., be operators on 9 of the form 
where the quadrature formula satisfies (3.2) and (3.3). This assumption 
will not be repeated. Let 
W) = 4, 0, 0 <s, t < 1. 
If every K. t E 9, every k, E 9, and k is bounded, then K, E [9] and 
(5.2) 
THEOREM 5.1. Dejne K and K, by (4.1) and (5.1). Assume k. t E 9, 
O<t<l,and{k,:O,<s~1}regular. ThenK,K,E[S?]forn>l,Kis 
compact, and 
Kn+K (5.3) 
II K, II + II K II . (5.4) 
ALFo let 
II A.3 - k.7, III --+ 0 as s - s’ --f 0, O\<s,s’< 1. (5.5) 
Then 
Kl : n 3 l} is collectively compact. (5.6) 
PROOF. By Proposition 4.1, K E [.%‘I and K is compact. Since every 
regular set is bounded, k is bounded, so K, E [9?] and (5.2) holds. Now (5.3) 
and (5.4) follow from 
K&4 (4 - (W (4 = @A-4 - @(W> 
II Kn II - II K II = %,(I k I> - @(I % I>, 
and Theorem 3.2. By (5.4), {K, : n > l} is bounded. (This also follows from 
(5.3) and the principle of uniform boundedness.) 
Note that 
I VW (4 - Kz4 (4 I < @,dl A, - As* I) II x II . 
Again by Theorem 3.2, 
%(I 4 - k I> -+ @(I ks - he I) = II 4 - k 111 
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uniformly for 0 < s, s’ < 1 as n -+ co. Hence, by (5.5) and Lemma 4.1, for 
each E > 0 there exist N = N(E) and 6 = 8(e) such that 
1 (K,x) (s) - (K,x) (s’) 1 -=C E for n 3 N, / s - s’ 1 < 6, II x I/ < 1. 
This result and the boundedness of {K, : n >, l} imply that 
{I&X : n > N, 11 x 11 < l> has a finite E-net consisting of step functions. 
Since dim K,.% < co, each K,, is compact and {K,x : n < N, // x Ij < l} 
also has a finite E-net. Therefore, (K,x : n >, 1, 11 x /I < l} has a finite e-net 
and {K, : n > l} is collectively compact. 
Another proof of (5.6) will b e g iven for a smaller class of kernels. Assume 
thatk.,~WforO~t~l,{K,:O~s~l} is regular, and the hypotheses of 
Proposition 4.2 are satisfied. For example, k(s, t) may be uniformly t-inte- 
grable. Then K, + K and 11 K, // -+ /I K 11 as above. Let k”(s, t) and K* 
be as in Proposition 4.2. By analogy with (5.1) define operators Kdm for 
m,n > 1 by 
(Kn’-) (4 = i w&‘Ys, 44 4&d 
k-1 
(5.7) 
Since each km(s, t) is continuous, it is easy to prove [l] that {K,” : n > l} 
is collectively compact for each m. A special case of (5.4) is 
IIK,,m-KI141Km-~Kl as n+ co, m 2 1. W3) 
By (4.6) and (5.8), 
lim lim j 1 Knnt - K, jl = 0. (5.9) -fS-KO 
Now {K, : n 3 l} is collectively compact by Theorem 2.1. 
Alternatively, both (5.3) and (5.6) follow from Theorem 2.2. However, 
there is no particular advantage in obtaining K, + K that way, since 
j/ K,, I] + Ij K I] must be used, and the proof of this result is almost the same 
as the original proof of K,, + K. 
In conclusion, since the operators in Theorem 5.1 satisfy (l.l)-(1.3), the 
general approximation theory is applicable. 
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